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Ontology is the philosophical study of being.
More broadly,

it studies concepts that directly relate to de being, in particular 

becoming, existence, reality,
as well as the basic categories of being and their relations.

Onto Being



We live in the braiding of emotions and languaging
in our manner of living together.

In this coordination through language, certain consensus or 

agreements appear as"reality" and the objects we 
understand as "real" appear.

Biologically Linguistic
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Biologically Linguistic

Our languaging distinguishes a way of inhabiting a human 
community and culture.

All distinctions are made by an observer.
Every being, every person is a legitimate observer and other 

is a legitimate other, with his/her way of inhabit the 
world.

*Humberto Maturana





Words are not trivial, are the nodes or elements of networks 
of conversation.

Language is the coordination of doings, not a 
symbolic act as we commonly understand it.

With one word I can follow one path and with another a 
different path.

Being Linguistic
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What

is
ontological 

coaching?



Martin Heidegger

Humberto Maturana

Inspired
by 

Francisco Varela

Friedrich Nietzsche



A methodology

co-developed
by 

Fernando Flores

Julio Olalla
John Searle

Rafael Echeverría



• Ontological Coaching™ is a method co-developed by 
Julio Olalla, founder of Newfield Network.

• It is a holistic and effective way to assist people in 
discovering new possibilities personally and professionally, 

leaping into their full potential.

• Requires care and attention to linguistics, emotions, 
somatics, and coaching core competencies.

• Once you see a challenge in life in a new way, as a "new 
observer," you discover new approaches to the challenge.

www.newfieldnetwork.com



• Ontological Coaching is an extraordinarily powerful 
methodology for effecting change for individuals, teams 

and organisations.

• It is highly effective because it is based on a new deeply 
grounded and practical understanding of language, moods 

and conversations for behavioural and cultural 
transformation.

www.newfieldinstitute.com.au



• Ontological coaching is a practice that facilitates the 
emergence of new possibilities in the personal and/or 

professional life of an individual (or group) by making him 
aware of his participation in the construction and co-

creation of the reality he perceives.

• More simply put, ontological coaching addresses the 
concern for more effective action while also addressing the 
concerns of the human soul that are mostly left out of our 

learning practices today.

www.newfieldasia.com
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first level learning

second level learning

behavioral learning

transformational learning

*OSAR Model, Rafael Echeverría
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The observer or 
inhabitant is 

constituted by three

interrelated
and coherent

domains:
Language, 
Emotions,

Body



From language and through it we make distinctions of 
the existing reality and build a new reality.

Linguistic acts:
affirmations
declarations

judgments (interpretations)
petition and offers

promises and commitments

Language



Emotions are triggers towards action: e-motion

basic emotions:
joy,

sadness,
anger,

tenderness,
fear

moods:       
resignation, acceptance, resentment, ambition

Emotions



Body is the most visible and tangible domain of our 
being.

predispositions
to movement:

stability,
flexibility,

resolution,
openness,

center.

Body



• Linguistic
reconstruction
of emotions

• alba emoting
• tensions & 

emotions

• perception
• sensation
• thought



Allows us to make distinctions between emotions that are 
close but with a very different experiential source, for 

example:

• Linguistic reconstruction of emotions

shameguilt



concern

The same emotion root will have different levels and names 
in relation to the bodies tension, for example:

• tensions & emotions

terror 

attention
alert

distress fear anxiety
panic



perception       sensation         thought

action





What

do we do
as ontological 

coaches?



• The client brings to the coaching conversation a 

"break”, which has interrupted its 

transparency.













• Together with the client, we explore the 

ontological dimension of the break.

• That is to say; who is this being for whom 

what happens means a "break"?





• We ask into the three domains of being.

• We check coherence and incoherence 
between domains.



• The client allowed us to enter by a domain and from there,

we accompany for which wants to emerge and finally is 

recognizable in all the coherence of being.



• From there, the client recognizes what are the 
actions that his/her being does?

and which domain of his/her being needs work, change, 
improve, reinforce, learn or unlearn

to enable new actions.

• It is transformational coaching.
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• Humberto Maturana
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Books:
• ALBA EMOTING: THE DAWN OF THE EMOTIONS; Susana Bloch
• HEALING THROUGH THE DARK EMOTIONS; Miriam Greenspan
• THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF COACHING; Cox, Backirova, Clutterbuck
• COACHING TO THE HUMAN SOUL ONTOLOGICAL COACHING AND 

DEEP CHANGE VOLUMES I, II AND III; Alan Sieler
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